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gather in the University to see experiments illustrating the
answers, and to applaud the prizewinners as they take their
prizes from the hands of some famous physicist.1 The
benefits of this scientific progaganda are, first, that it
enables the citizen to understand what the State is trying
to do for him and, second, that it dispels superstition and
prejudices. ' The struggle against superstition', said one
writer recently, ' constitutes an integral part of the general
struggle for our happy future.5
This emphasis on popular science is admirable. For
the man-in-the-street who reads little beside his newspaper,
it takes the place of the comic strip, the latest unsolved
murder, and the divorce cases: all of which are absent
from the Soviet daily. But in Russia science, like most
other subjects, is sometimes tendentious. Its very popularity
makes it a useful weapon of-propaganda; a^d accordingly
some scientific articles are written not only to convey
information but also to satisfy the craving for self-
congratulation which is one of the infirmities of modern
Russia. Many articles make claims for Soviet scientists
which they themselves would be the first to deny; a few
ambitious and irresponsible scientists have taken advantage
of the importance of popular science in Russia to boost
their own work even when it is unsound or trivial;2 and a
few unscrupulous scientific journalists have'' made absurd
national claims for. Soviet science. These extravagances
should not be taken too seriously; though it is hard to ask
for indulgence from the English, who are so accustomed to
taking their superiority for granted that they are frankly
puzzled when another great nation indulges in fulsome
propaganda to proclaim its accomplishments. The rest
1	See account in Pionerskaya Pravda, 17.4.45.
2	A notorious example of this is the claim made by Lysenko and
his supporters for the value of vernalisation in Russia.   The foreigner
is led to believe that vernalisation of cereals is widely practised and
very successful.   In point of fact it is not being used at all on cereals
,^ccept for experimental work, and never was successful in large-scale
work.

